
 

 

 
 

Basic Contracts Checklist 
Updated in January 2016 

1. The Work 
a. Description of the Work 
b. Length 
c.  Related materials 

2. Grant of Rights 
a. Rights granted 

i. Consider what rights are being granted here: languages, territory, formats.  
ii. Be aware of the points in paragraph 24 below: Reserved Rights. 

iii. Consider the timing of the US publication as compared to the UK publication and 

translations, as well as other editions and formats, and how it affects US edition 

(including such things as qualifications for book awards).  
b. Territories 

i. Coordinate the schedule of territories with US and UK publishers. 

ii. Consider complicated situations like India, Singapore, Malaysia, and Australia. 
iii. Be aware that most Australian publications must happen simultaneously with 

the Publisher in order to obtain that territory exclusively, typically within 30 

days of first publication. 

iv. Is the European Union exclusive to a Publisher? 

3. Advance Against Royalties 
a. Payment schedule 

i. Must all executed permissions be delivered prior to delivery and acceptance of 

the manuscript or payment of the advance due on d&a? Or can executed 

permissions be delivered at a later date? 

1. Are permissions handled on a territory-by-territory basis? Limit to “as 
needed” basis with the Author agreeing to clear in a timely manner. 

2. The Author should obtain permissions for whatever territory you grant 

to any particular publisher. 

3. Give notice as the permission rights are cleared. 

4. Negotiate for Publisher to pay for permissions. This may be difficult to 
get. 

ii. Will publication payment (if any) be made no later than [x] months of d&a? 

iii. Will paperback publication payment (if any) be made no later than [x] months of 

d&a, and/or [x] months of HC pub, whichever is sooner? 

iv. If there are bonus payments are electronic sales accounted towards them? 
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4. Delivery & Acceptance of Manuscript 

a. Delivery 

i. Date 

ii. Format (specify): is an electronic version acceptable? 

iii. Related materials 

1. Is there a detailed description for related materials? 

2. When are the related materials due? Who provides them? Who pays for 

them? 

3. Mutual agreement on the specific related materials necessary, and/or on 

their cost? 

4. Review whether Author’s warranty and indemnity covers materials 

provided by the Publisher and/or third party materials.  

b. Acceptability 

i. Time-frame for Editor response 

1. Is there a deadline for the Editor to respond to the manuscript? 

2. Is there language requiring the Publisher to finally accept or reject the 

manuscript? 

ii. Is acceptability based on editorial acceptance and not on changes in market 

conditions? 

c. Unacceptability 

i. Revision 

1. Can the Author revise the manuscript, and is there a time-frame for such 

revision? 

2. Be aware of the existence of New York case law regarding Publisher’s 

duty to provide editorial guidance and give the Author an opportunity to 

revise. 

3. Discuss the amount of feedback expected and the form of a detailed 

editorial response. 

4. Is there a deadline for response by the Publisher in regard to such 

revision? 

ii. Termination 

d. Failure to deliver & termination 
e. First proceeds 

i. Money flow-through when resold to new Publisher. 

ii. The timing of the repayment and how much? 
iii. Which party pays whom? 

f. Permissions 

i. Consider whether a later delivery date is appropriate for permissions for 

material actually in the final accepted manuscript, and spell-out when 

permissions are due. 

g. Index preparation 

i. If Publisher provides the index, consider a cap and itemization of the cost of an 
index, and whether more detailed language about the cost is appropriate. 

ii. Is the index charged against Author’s royalties, the advance, or is the Author 

billed? 

h. Legal vetting 
i. Is vetting required? 
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ii. Who vets the agreement, and at whose expense? 

iii. Who determines whether it gets vetted, an editor or legal counsel? 
iv. Is there a time frame to complete the vetting? 

v. What happens if Author refuses to make changes required by vetting? 

5. Corrected Manuscript 

a. Is the Publisher obligated to show the Author the final, copy-edited manuscript, galleys, 

and front matter? 
b. Consider clarifying that the Author is not responsible for the costs of any revisions of 

galleys as a result of printer’s or Publisher’s errors. 

c. Will the Publisher provide the Author with an electronic copy of the final text of the 

Work without cost? 

6. Publisher’s obligation to publish 
a. Is there a commitment for Publisher to publish a print edition? 

i. Format (hc, tpbk, mm)/imprint 

b. Format and style of publication 

i. Is there a commitment to both hardcover and paperback publication? 

ii. Examine commitment to publish a print edition before or simultaneously with 
any electronic edition. 

iii. Consultation/approval of title, cover design, image, and cover copy, flap copy, 

catalog copy, front and back copy, interior design, press release. 

c. Time-frame to publish 

d. Failure to publish 
i. What happens if Publisher fails to publish any or all editions? 

ii. What are the implications for future advance payments? 

iii. How does this apply to a multi-book contract (especially in a series)? 

7. Promotional Materials / Promotion by Author 

a. Does Author have approval over the name or pseudonym, photograph and biography 
used by the Publisher? 

b. Are there limitations on the number of words of text which may be granted to outside 

parties in relation to promotion to the Work? 

i. Are there limitations on amount and manner of use for both Publisher and 

Author? 
c. What are the Author's obligations and costs, if any, in relation to promotion of the Work? 

d. Consider what the Author can use of the text from book, Author’s website use and link 

to website, including use of cover art/jacket, and requirements regarding linking to 

Publisher’s website and online booksellers.  

e. Author sharing in Publisher’s online advertising revenue. 
i. Consider current conditions of Publishers’ sharing of online advertising revenue 

and if you can renegotiate if market standards change.  

8. Free Copies 

a. Agent copies 

b. Are Author copies, including licensed editions, sent to the Author’s home address? 

c. Is Publisher required to give the Author a free electronic and/or digital audio edition on 

request? 

d. Galleys 

e. Discount/special sales for Author purchases 

9. Copyright 
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a. Name 

b. Registration of name of copyright claimant (typically Author) within 90 days of publication for 
full legal benefits under copyright law. 

c. Copyright notice printed in all copies published by Publisher and licensees. 

d. If “derivative works” are mentioned in the Agreement, who owns the copyright in such 

work, and in each element of such works (i.e. sound, enhancements, translations, etc.)? 

Have derivative works been clearly defined? Consider Author approval on each 
element. 

10. Royalties 

a. Hardcover 

b. Trade paperback 

c. Mass market paperback 

d. Small printings 

i. Are there restrictions on small printings, such as when they can occur and/or 

their frequency? 

e. Special editions 

f. Large print 
g. Omnibus 

h. Anthology  

i. Export sales 

j. Exclusive 

i. Non-exclusive 

k. High discount 

i. Consider limiting to sales outside of normal wholesale and retail book trade 

channels. 

l. Premiums 

i. Consider whether approval might be appropriate. 
m. Special sales 

n. Board books 

o. Coloring books  

i. Adapted from adult novel 

ii. Consider merchandising. Specify reserved rights and add in coloring books 
under merchandising. 

p. Value editions (such as Modern Library) 

q. Mail order and Online sales 

i. Consider separating traditional direct sales from sales via Publisher’s website. 

ii. Address whether sales through Publisher’s proprietary website are considered 
normal royalty sales. 

iii. Consider royalty renegotiation language on online sales if Publisher ever 

changes their policy. 

r. Book clubs & fairs 

s. Textbook 

t. Audio 

i. Please refer to the AAR Audio Agreement Checklist. 

ii. Distinguish between hard copy sales and downloadable audio sales and establish 

royalties for each. 

iii. Consider renegotiation language in regard to downloadable audio royalty rate.  
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u. Electronic Rights: See AAR Electronic Rights Agreement Checklist 

i. Electronic book (no enhancements or additional media elements) 
1. Consider royalty renegotiation language. 

2. Consider ramifications of electronic book club/book fair licenses. 

3. Subscription models 

a. Are rental/subscription royalties specified and how are they 

calculated? 
b. Pricing—participation in bundling/subscription. What does the 

Author have control over? 

ii. Electronic versions (includes enhancements, other media) 

1. Consider royalty renegotiation language. 

2. If Author reserves such rights, how much of the text can the Author use 
in their exploitation of these rights? 

3. If rights are reserved, be aware of Publisher including option/first refusal 

language on such rights and details of the option period. 

4. If rights are reserved, and Publisher has acquired audio rights, can 

Author add an audio component to the e-book when exploiting these 
rights? 

5. If Publisher is creating an enhanced e-book, who provides additional 

content?  Who pays for additional content? Does Author have approval 

over new content provided by Publisher or any third party? Is Author 

liable for new content? Who owns new content when rights revert? 

a. Does this right include works which are based on the Work but 

do not incorporate significant portions of the Work, such as video 

games? 

b. Does this right infringe on dramatic/film rights, and will the 

Publisher agree to work in good faith to resolve any conflicts 
between Author and dramatic/film third parties in regard to these 

rights? 

6. Consider whether these rights should revert if they have not been 

exploited within a certain period of time. 

v. No royalty copies 

11. Subsidiary Rights 

i. Consultation/Approval 

ii.  Consider requesting reversion for certain unsold rights after a certain period of 

time. 

iii. Consider requesting copies of all agreements and royalty statements with 
licensees. 

iv. Flow-through (early payment of subsidiary rights income) once advance has 

earned out. 

a. First serial 

b. Second serial 
c. Condensations and Abridgments  

d. Book club 

e. Permission 

f. Paperback 

g. Special editions 
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h. British Commonwealth 

i. Translation 
j. Electronic verbatim, text only e-book (no enhancements) 

k. Electronic versions (enhanced ebook) 

i. If the Author retains such rights, how much of the text can Author use in their 

own exploitation of sub-rights? 

ii. Be aware of Publisher including options/first refusals on such rights 
l. Audio recording  

i. Please refer to the Audio Checklist. 

m.  Audiovisual (like Weston Woods) 

n. Commercial & merchandising, including coloring books 

o. Multimedia  
i. Is there a clear definition of this right, especially in comparison to electronic 

versions? 

ii. Is an “app” considered a multimedia right, or is it separately defined? 
iii. If granting, see par. 10(o)(ii) for possible issues. 

p. Performance/Dramatic rights 

q. Omnibus and anthology 

r. Graphic novel/comic book adaptations 
i. Be aware that some publishers make distinctions between graphic novel rights 

and graphic novel adaptation rights. 

ii. If Author reserves such rights, how much of the text can the Author use in 

Author’s exploitation of sub-rights? 

iii. See Reserved Rights below. 
s. Public Reading Rights 

12. Accounting 

a. Statements 

i. Are royalty statements sent to the Author, even if no payment is due? 

ii. Does the Publisher list the breakdown of Electronic Book sales in different 

formats, including subscription royalties? 

iii. When will statements and payments be issued? For what period? 

b. Payments 

i. Flow-through of sub-rights income on request. Seek to require payment of any 

royalties due if accrued royalties and/or subsidiary rights income exceed that 

portion of the advance which has already been paid, whether or not such accrued 

sums exceed the total advance, including any portion of the advance still due 

(such portion held back to paperback publications). 

c. Audit 

i. Note time limitations, who pays audit fee, error threshold, and when payments 

are due. 

ii. Who can conduct the audit, how frequently, and are there restrictions on how 

they’re paid for? 

d. Reserve for returns 

i. Is there a time limit to release the reserve for returns? 

ii. Specify percentage of returns. 

iii. Be aware that some publishers are holding a reserve for returns on Electronic 

Books. 
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e. Advertising revenue 

i. Will the Publisher list any advertising revenue received on their royalty 

statements. 

ii. If Publisher is obligated to share advertising revenue with Author, how is it 

listed, and what share? 

f. Joint accounting versus separate accounting 

i. Be aware of language like “or any other contract” regarding accounting and 

royalties.  

13. Competitive Works 

a. Is the definition of competitive works limited to certain genres, markets/audience, or age 

groups? 

b. Are pen names, pseudonyms, and coauthored works considered competitive? 

c. Are derivative works, such as graphic novels, considered competitive works? 

d. Consider inserting restrictions on prequels/sequels that are first offered to Publisher and 

which Publisher declines to publish. 

e. Does contract discuss timing of Author’s making any other commitment to publish or 

contract a book with another publisher or taking on any job that will interfere with 

delivery of this work?  

14. Warranties & Indemnities 

a. Author 

b. Publisher 

i. Liability insurance 

1. Will the Author be added to the Publisher’s insurance? 

2. What are the Author and Publisher’s responsibilities if there is a claim? 

ii. Is the Publisher responsible for warranties on any material provided by the 

Publisher (for adaptations or for all formats)? 

iii. Be aware that ublishers are adding language into W&I clauses relating to issues 

beyond the text of the Work under contract, including an Author’s morality, 

reputation, appearances, blogs, and statements. 

15. Original Author Materials 

a. Is it necessary that Publisher return the original materials to the Author at the Publisher’s 

expense? 

b. What duty of care does the Publisher have in relation to such Author’s materials? 

c. Is there compensation to the Author if photos, original art, or other valuable materials are 

damaged or lost? 

16. No Advertising 

a. No advertising in print or electronic editions, including inserts, without Author’s approval, 

other than for Author’s own works. 

b. Seek to define “House ads” i.e., lists of Authors’ work, or lists of other Authors’ works. 

i. Are lists of other Authors’ works considered advertising? 

17. Next Publication 

a. Consider limiting the next publication language so that the Author is permitted to begin 

writing or publishing other works once the Work is accepted. 

b. Consider limiting the next publication language to works on similar subjects or in the 

same genre. 

18. Revised Editions 

a. Consider seeking to delete or to limit to negotiating in good faith by both parties, with 
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clear approval by Author or heirs over how it will be revised and the cost. 

19. Option 

a. If an option is granted, consider limiting the scope of the option to a genre/subject 

matter/next book in series/next book with this coauthor/etc. 

b. How much material does the author have to submit? 

c. Does the option begin on acceptance or publication? 

d. Consider seeking to delete a matching clause of any sort. 

e. How long is Publisher’s exclusivity? Is there any further obligation if Author/Publisher 

do not quickly reach an agreement? 

f. Are coauthored works covered by the option? 

20. Remainders 

a. When is the earliest that the Publisher can remainder following publication? 

b. Provide notice to Author before remaindering. 

c. Free copies and copies offered at best available price. 

21. Out-of-Print/Termination and reversion 

a. Seek to define out-of-print to full length U.S., English language, trade editions. 

b. Are there sales thresholds if electronic and print-on-demand editions are included in an 

out of print determination? 

c. Are there editions that are excluded from the out of print determination (such as print-on- 

demand, electronic, audio, book club, special sales, and foreign editions)? 

d. Specify whether the Publisher can extend or renew licenses or options after termination.      

e. Consider including the right to obtain digital files on termination at a reasonable cost. 

f. After termination of rights, consider whether the sell-off period applies to electronic 

editions. 

g. Does income include revenues from book sales only, or might it include revenues from 

permissions? 

22. Governing Law/Jurisdiction 

a. Consider the implications of the Publisher specifying a particular court to pursue 

litigation on your Author, and consider whether other alternatives to litigation are 

available (i.e. arbitration). 

23. Assignment 

a. Seek to confirm that language regarding Author’s right to assign his/her income does not 

conflict with agency clause. 

b. Consider whether the Publisher’s ability to assign language is limited to cases of the sale 

of all or substantially all of its assets. Consider limiting an assignment to sale of the 

imprint or division which published or will publish the book. 

c.  

24. Reserved Rights 

a. Is there language that confirms that all rights not specifically granted in the Agreement 

are reserved to the Author? 

b. Consider whether it’s necessary to confirm that the Author may use all or a portion of the 

text in the exploitation of rights reserved to the Author. 

c. Consider specifying whether the exploitation of any such reserved rights shall be 

considered a competing work. 

25. Full Agreement 

a. Which clauses are appropriate to survive termination or reversion of rights? 

26. Default 
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a. How and when do rights revert to the Author in the case of breach, non-payment, and 

non-receipt of statement? 

b. Define period to cure breach and payment. Consider getting payment of full advance or 

money due if Publisher breaches. 

27. Bankruptcy 

a. Be aware that the contract will be subordinate to U.S. bankruptcy law. 

28. Delays in Publication (force majeure) 

a. Consider limiting the time that a force majeure event can delay publication. 

b. Do force majeure conditions apply only to industry-wide situations (i.e. issues unique to 

the individual Publisher)? 

29. Agency Clause 


